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Breakthrough Recovery Therapy Device for Home Use

Recovery Systems, a leading provider of innovative recovery solutions for athletes and active 
people, announced Monday the launch of the Black Max Pro - Leg Set. This portable and powerful 
device offers faster recovery and performance benefits and is designed for both home and clinic 
use. 

Recovery Systems Launches Black Max Pro - Leg Set, a Portable and Powerful Device for Leg 
Recovery and Performance
Singapore, 5th, June 2023 - Recovery Systems, a leading provider of innovative recovery solutions 
for athletes and active people, announced Monday the launch of Black Max Pro - Leg Set, a 
portable and powerful device that offers leg recovery and performance benefits.
Black Max Pro - Leg Set is the latest addition to the Recovery Systems product line, following 
on from the Blue Max, Mini Max, Recovery Boots and Recovery Arm Sleeves. Recovery Systems 
products are based on pneumatic compression therapy, a proven method that has been used 
by medical professionals for decades to treat various conditions such as lymphedema, venous 
insufficiency and deep vein thrombosis.
Black Max Pro - Leg Set is a battery-operated device that uses pneumatic compression to massage 
the legs, improve blood circulation, reduce muscle soreness, prevent injuries and improve athletic 
performance. It is designed to fit different leg sizes and can be customized to suit individual needs 
and preferences.
The Black Max pro is a real “Swiss army knife” of its product category with leg, hip and glute, pants, 
arms and torso options as well as an industry first - Duo Mode, where two people can share one 
control unit.&nbsp;



It is more than just a recovery device. ''It’s a performance enhancer that can help anyone achieve 
their goals and enjoy their activities more," said Michael Lyons, founder and CEO of Recovery 
Systems.&nbsp;
The Black Max Pro has already been supplied to major sporting tournaments such as Rugby world 
Cup and Singapore National teams. Whether you are a professional athlete, a weekend warrior, 
or someone who wants to improve your health and wellness, Black Max Pro - Leg Set can help 
you recover faster, perform better and feel great.
Contact:
For more information about Black Max Pro - Leg Set and Recovery Systems, please visit www.re-
coverysystemssport.com&nbsp; or contact:
Michael Lyons Founder and CEO Recovery Systems
Phone: +65 9727 2714&nbsp;
Email: michael@recoverysystemssport.com
About Recovery Systems
Recovery Systems is a Singapore Head Quartered company that provides innovativeRecovery 
Systems is a company based in Singapore that specializes in innovative recovery solutions for 
various needs, such as athletic performance, healthy aging and long term illness manage-
ment.&nbsp;
The company was founded in 2016 by Michael Lyons, a former triathlete and coach who was 
passionate about finding marginal gains for himself and his clients. Recovery Systems aims to 
make pneumatic compression therapy available and affordable for everyone.&nbsp;
Recovery Systems has a range of products that use pneumatic compression to improve blood 
circulation, ease muscle soreness, prevent injuries and enhance athletic performance.&nbsp;
Recovery Systems products are used and recommended by elite athletes, sports teams, coaches, 
physiotherapists, fitness enthusiasts and people interested in healthy aging around the world.
For more information, please visit www.recoverysystemssport.com .
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